New lodge officers
- chief Drew Eldon
- vc admin Alex Spanenberg
- vc south Kyle Sumner
- vc west Austin Rody
- vc north tbd
- vc communication Jordan Wolfe
- secretary Hunter Louke
  - Monumental marathon looking for people to walk the trail for clean up if any chapters
    would like to take charge let me know. November 4th
  - Ordeal profit distribution- Paperwork needs to be turned in so Eric and Patrick can get
    money distributed.
  - Spring Fellowship will be march 16th-18th at Krietenstien
  - NLS- the Central region is putting on NLS in st louis the lodge will pay for you to go to
    this event, one of the top training programs in the country,
  - Conclaves theme is law and order of the arrow, our game is clue where we will find out
    which coc officer stole the sash, go to conclave
  - Website approval check the lodge email for link to website it will be easy to access. We
    will need to purchase this and if we do we get any updates for no additional cost. We
    can also edit the pages it will be easy and cool. We get as many websites that we want.
    The cost will be a one time cost of 249 dollars. It's easy to use and modern and will
    make our website look nicer. 10-0-1.
  - Patch approval- the patch set for 2018 will be approved now and noac later. Each patch
    will be $1.88 per patch and the otter pass will be $2 per patch. Grand total of $2959.
    11-0-0 approved for purchase by merchandise committee
  - Service Hours need to be reported so we can record them.
  - JTE goals - we are just barely making bronze with 25 points over the cut off. We have to
    get your brotherhood conversion rates up. Get these turned in via Anne. Dues need to
    be paid so that we can have our retention rates increase. Any physical objects to camp
    that was donated we need to know the service hours to help increase our scores. Need
    the service hours turned in.
  - Friends of Scouting- $1000 donation to the council approved 11-0-0.
  - Membership Committee pins and coins: 300 coins and pins at the price of $5.64/person
    or a total of $1,692 approved for purchase

Other Business
  - last spring we talked about the jamboree patch sets and have received set and need to
    transfer $665.48 approved to transfer 11-0-0.
  - Otter pass cost will be changed to $120 saving $25 overall rather than paying $145 for
    individual events total cost. 11-0-0 passed
  - Looking at our numbers we have around 200 people who still have not gone through
    ordeal and we are going to sponsor another ordeal that will be at a camp Krietenstien October
28th weekend and the ordeal master will be Conner O'Neil this can bump us up 100 points on JTE.

- There will be an LEC on October 15th at 2:30.
- Reimbursements- mark pishon- $1000 advance and have spent $991.14 and will give the lodge the left over money.
  - Travis kenzig- never got my check for advance and need to reimburse travis $15 for vigil candidates passed 11-0-0.
  - Kyle Sumner- reimburse 4 gallons of tiki oil $46.99 passed 11-0-0. Approved to pay Kyle
  - Eric wickizer- gfs $834.30 pasess Kroger $146.06 Approved to pay Eric
  - matt best $22.14 for granola bars passed Approved to pay Matt
  - dee Baskerville $16.04 passed 11-0-0. Approved to pay Dee
- Advisor- thank you for a great weekend especially those who stepped up and made commitments to the lodge this weekends. Let's step up our conversions for JTE
- Staff advisor- hello to you all I'm from buffalo New York and am the council program director see you along the trail and thank you
- Chief- word of the day JTE Goals and thank you to everyone for helping. In need of each chapter to donate a prize of some sort to Winter banquet.
- Closing at 12:20